Split Casing - Weld Closing - Non Metallic Carrier Pipe Casing Spacers - Off-Center Sealing

Isolating Non-Metallic casing spacers are used for positioning carrier pipes in split casings.

If not in the center position UM eccentric units seal the carrier pipes at the exit. WA-GP-UM seals may be split for existing pipes or non-split if a wrap around an existing pipe is not required.

**WA-GP-UM seals do not require the carrier pipe to be centered in the casing.** Non-metallic casing spacers have defined leg lengths that can place the carrier pipe close to the center but may be below or above the center position, a GP-UM off center opening will seal the casing end.

WA-GP-UM seals will align to the carrier pipe exist plain. The opening in the GP-UM depends on the height of the casing spacer leg being used.

The plain of the carrier pipe through the casing determines the seal opening center.

**WA.GP-UM eccentric disk-seals are used to seal - off center carrier pipes.**

For ordering contact us: WestAtlantic Tech Corp., 902 455 4455